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Land Capacity The airport project brings St. Helena to another turning point in its history. With only 47 square miles of land, Saint Helena is being asked to strike a balance between job creation and conservation, between residential affordability and competitiveness in the global tourism market, and between agriculture and housing demand. The success of the airport project will be measured against its ability to fulﬁl different pressures on limited land resources. The adjacent map shows the availability of land for development, given zoning and other restrictions such as slope. This analysis is one of the tools developed to help the Saint Helena Government to leverage its own resources and plan for the use of private sector resources. This analysis was carried out with the aid of Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
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Saint Helena Lands Project: 2005



Laurent Cherrier Caitilin Pope-Daum Cody Thornton



Signal To Downtown A large, angled building on Riggs train the eye to the retail corridor Parking Behind Placing parking behind structures allows buildings, and not parking lots, to frame the public realm. Village Green With more active programming, and a stronger building/retail edge, this arbored space can be better used. Neighborhood Scale Buildings on South Dakota should reflect the neighborhood scale and mark the edge of the “downtown”



Fort Totten Neighborhood Plan Fort Totten’s main challenge is increasing connectivity between districts of contrasting character. The Riggs Road/South Dakota Avenue intersection is currently experienced as an interstitial site and a barrier between the residential area and the metro stop. It clearly was, and has the potential to be, the area’s retail hub. A number of low cost interventions can strengthen the character of the Riggs-South Dakota intersection. Through streetscape interventions such as trafﬁc calming, streetwall creation through construction, a retail program, and branding, the intersection can realize its potential as the core of the Fort Totten neighborhood, folding the metro station back into the fabric of the neighborhood.



Mixed Use The size of the buildings may dictate a retail/residential use. Metro Connector A new road serves as the main route to the Metro, connecting the station with the commericial core. TOD Mixed Use The buildings, with footprints of 10,000-20,000 sf frame the attractive new pathway to the Metro Pedestrian Exit A small pedestrian terrace will be a instrumental in creating a human scale at the metro exit.



Riggs Road and South Dak Concept Plan for a New M



Existing Conditions



D.C. Ofﬁce of Planning: 2005



Reworking Existing Streets



Maintaining part of offramp



Through street and offramp



Through street



Maintaining part of offramp



Somerville’s Last Card Somerville has long been overshadowed by its prestigious neighbors. Squarely in the Massachusetts R+D corridor, it fails to attract businesses. As a result, Somerville’s tax base, smaller than its neighbors, is almost entirely residential. It doesn’t have to be that way. This is the issue that framed our studio problem. Somerville has one last big card: Innerbelt. Innerbelt is a 100 acre underdeveloped site, choked by railroad infrastructure and serviced by a single access point, a 12 foot high underpass. It sits in the path of several of the Boston area’s most important developments: Kendall Square and Northpoint. With the potential arrival of the Green Line, Somerville may be in a position to deﬁne what it wants in Somerville. What can Somerville get? What does Somerville want? How can it get what it wants? How can it know what it wants to get? This exercise in strategy explores some of the interventions that the city of Somerville could take on to deﬁne Innerbelt on its own terms.



Choice, The Somerville Studio fall 2004



Choice, The Somerville Studio fall 2004



Physical Ramiﬁcations In addition to looking at the ﬁscal impacts on Somerville’s tax base, we can begin to make assumptions about their physical ramiﬁcations of different combinations of interventions. Understanding the Boston economy and the needs of different sectors suggest building footprints and heights.



Choice, The Somerville Studio fall 2004



Backstreets Innerbelt has the potential to be a hub for backstreets businesses in the Boston area. One wold expect a 5-8 stories and a large footprint, much like Kendall Square.



Choice, The Somerville Studio fall 2004



Chinatown: A Community in Flux The Greater Boston Affordable Housing Competition matches graduate student teams with area CDCs. Our client was the Asian Community Development Corporation and our site was Parcel A, one of the only non-air-rights parcels remaining in Chinatown. Mayor Menino has promised that 50% of the housing units on this Boston-owned property will be affordable. An RFP will be issued at the end of the year. Our project was to explore the potential uses of the parcel and to develop an initial proposal. The $65.9 million project we are proposing for construction on Parcel A will reach a maximum of 150 feet in height, and will provide 202 units of for-sale and rental housing – 102 of which will be affordable – along with 29,000 square feet of community space. In addition, the project will include 1,600 square feet of business incubator space – an effort to diversify the economic base of Chinatown. with



Caitlin Gallagher M.C.P. 2006 Carrie Grassi, M.C.P. 2006 Antonio Medeiros, M.U.P. 2005/B.L.A. Seth Riesman, M.Arch I/M.A.U.D. 2005 Damien Taylor, M.B.A. 2005 Jake Wegmann, M.C.P. 2006 and the Asian Community Development Corporation



Chinatown Community Fulcrum, Greater Boston Affordable Housing Competition, First Place 2005



Understanding Chinatown Seven area graduate students had eight weeks to attempt to understand the past, present, and future of a neighborhood that has been in ﬂux for nearly its entire lifespan. Landﬁll. Immigration. Racism. Poverty. Urban renewal. Construction. Gentriﬁcation. The neighborhood is currently one of the most politically charged in Boston. A great deal of the work up to the design consisted of community outreach, in order to gain an understanding of a complicated neighborhood. Mapping was an effective communication tool.



Chinatown Community Fulcrum, Greater Boston Affordable Housing Competition, First Place 2005



Frontier/Pioneer The U.L.I. Student Design Competition is a one-week, multidisciplinary charette. in the judging criteria, design innovation and ﬁnancial feasibility are equally weighted. This year, the ULI competition site was a 2000 acre site outside of burgeoning Salt Lake City. Our regional concept was to train growth westwards, along a transit corridor, creating the possibility for a green urban edge. Our site plan featured a park along a spine of desert shrub wetlands which transitions between the dense TOD development to the east and rural cluster housing to the west. For me, the most exciting part of the U.L.I. competition was sharpening project management skills. My place was solidly at the junction of the designers and the ﬁnanciers.
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Salt Plain, ULI Student Design Competition, 2005



Salt Plain, ULI Student Design Competition, 2005



Making Staying Affordable In the past year, new research about housing preference has emerged in Lewiston. With this information and ﬁnancial analysis, I developed an affordable for-sale housing project in Lewiston, targeted at household income levels of $17,000/year. The project, for a Real Estate Finance class, was meant to marry design and ﬁnancial feasibility.



Real Estate Finance, fall 2004



The Visible Community My arrival in Lewiston coincided with the city’s announcement of its Heritage Initiative. Among other things, the plan proposed a diagonal four-lane connector road through the low-income community and Lewiston’s Enterprise Community. Infuriated by the plan, neighborhood resident’s are particularly hurt by the City’s focus on the transience, drug use, and prostitution that takes place in the neighborhood. The residents wanted to document their experience of the neighborhood. With their help, I created a power point that was shown at the ﬁrst ad hoc meetings against the road construction, by a group that later took the name, the Visible Community.



A New Strategic Plan, Empower Lewiston summer 2004



The Real Problem with L/A Buses My job at Empower Lewiston was to revise the strategic plan for the Federal Enterprise Community Funds. The town has long struggled with chronic unemployment. One longtime assumption is that bus routes are taking residents to places that they can work. By overlaying employment centers over bus lines, I challenged that assumption. The maps suggest that there is less of a disconnect between public transit and job centers than may be presumed. This helped us to focus on other factors, such as the hours of operation and the frequency of transit.



A New Strategic Plan, Empower Lewiston summer 2004



City Fabric Central Park Deployed



Detroit’s physical form is an open book of the city’s history. Most notable is the 1805 Woodward plan, which aspires to great radial boulevards and vast civic space. This pattern was trumped by freight rail, which drew a circle of industry around the downtown, and later the rectilinear highway system. An older settlement pattern, ribbon farms, informs the downtown street pattern more subtly. This land-use pattern was initiated by French settlers, who would claim 100 feet of water frontage. Their holdings extended inland inﬁnitely. Many street names are derived from these early landowners.



City Beautiful



If Detroit could be structured by a park system, what would that look like? The size of the city would dwarf the gesture of a Central Park scheme. Emphasizing the City Beautiful plan limits the range of city-scapes that the green space could interact with. The Ribbon Park scheme made the most sense. These parks could act like a drill, excavating different conditions --abandoned industrial, vacated residential-- of Detroit. In some cases they could serve to activate a corridor between two nodes of activity.



Slicing it Up: Ribbon Farm Typology
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Parks as Catalyst, The Detroit Studio spring 2004



Indian Village Indian Village resembles many ﬁn-desiecle urban neighborhoods in mid western America. What makes it different, in Detroit, is that the neighborhood never fell entirely out of favor. Today, it is home to city boosters, who want to live in Detroit intermuros. You don’t know where Indian Village is until you are in it. It is hidden from major trafﬁc corridors by neighborhoods stricken with vacancy. The fall-off is represented in this graphic, with vacant lots in grey and Indian Village in yellow. How can the success of a discreet, isolated neighborhood extend? A ribbon park could catalyze new housing, by reaching into Indian Village and building a second development spine.



Parks as Catalyst, The Detroit Studio spring 2004



East Indian Village East Indian Village offers a viable alternative to suburban living. This plan proposes a distinctive neighborhood interwoven with green spaces, leveraging the strips of vacant land around the neighborhood. The structuring element of this new neighborhood is a vertical park, reminiscent of the ribbon farm fabric of early Detroit. The park extends the fabric of Indian Village by 5 blocks. Other parks, of different sizes and programs, intend to create a sense of districting. An inﬁll strategy, East Indian Village builds off of the existing fabric.



Parks as Catalyst, The Detroit Studio spring 2004
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